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Neural Networks



What is Machine Learning?
Classification problem

Left top: Data Science Blog; Left bottom: adapted from Maitre ‘18

https://ujjwalkarn.me/2016/08/11/intuitive-explanation-convnets/
https://dmaitre.phyip3.dur.ac.uk/ML/notes/#/1/2


Far from perfect 



Why Machine Learning?

• Good at handling large amounts of data


• Can fit linear and non-linear functions efficiently


• Extracts features from a high dimensional feature space


• Good at automatic de-noising



[Image: Taspinar '16]

Perceptron
• Most basic form of neural network

• Neural network are a collection of nodes with weighted links 

between them

http://ataspinar.com/2016/12/22/the-perceptron/


Deep Learning

[Left image: Medium; Right image: Reppel ‘17]

https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=neural+network&client=safari&rls=en&dcr=0&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjZsK-YwMTZAhUHLVAKHeBLCswQ_AUICigB&biw=1307&bih=752#imgrc=5so9KgRe7cIzfM:
https://hackernoon.com/visualizing-parts-of-convolutional-neural-networks-using-keras-and-cats-5cc01b214e59


[Edge detection: Goodfellow et al '16; Bottom right image: Reppel ‘17]

CHAPTER 9. CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORKS

Figure 9.6: Efficiency of edge detection. The image on the right was formed by taking
each pixel in the original image and subtracting the value of its neighboring pixel on the
left. This shows the strength of all of the vertically oriented edges in the input image,
which can be a useful operation for object detection. Both images are 280 pixels tall.
The input image is 320 pixels wide while the output image is 319 pixels wide. This
transformation can be described by a convolution kernel containing two elements, and
requires 319 ⇥ 280 ⇥ 3 = 267, 960 floating point operations (two multiplications and
one addition per output pixel) to compute using convolution. To describe the same
transformation with a matrix multiplication would take 320 ⇥ 280 ⇥ 319 ⇥ 280, or over
eight billion, entries in the matrix, making convolution four billion times more efficient for
representing this transformation. The straightforward matrix multiplication algorithm
performs over sixteen billion floating point operations, making convolution roughly 60,000
times more efficient computationally. Of course, most of the entries of the matrix would be
zero. If we stored only the nonzero entries of the matrix, then both matrix multiplication
and convolution would require the same number of floating point operations to compute.
The matrix would still need to contain 2 ⇥ 319 ⇥ 280 = 178, 640 entries. Convolution
is an extremely efficient way of describing transformations that apply the same linear
transformation of a small, local region across the entire input. (Photo credit: Paula
Goodfellow)
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http://www.deeplearningbook.org
https://hackernoon.com/visualizing-parts-of-convolutional-neural-networks-using-keras-and-cats-5cc01b214e59


Convolutional Neural Network

[Image: Albelwi and Mahmood '17]

http://www.mdpi.com/1099-4300/19/6/242


Data Labelling and 
Augmentation



Data collection and labelling
• Built up a database of 150 images across a range of bodypart classes

• Used GIMP to label the images by performing manual pixel-by-pixel segmentation

• Segmented into 3 regions: bone, soft tissue, open beam

• Augmented images to gain ~9000 images in total



Image Segmentation



Image Segmentation

[Image: Kendall, Badrinarayanan and Cipolla '17]

SegNet

• Performs very well on complex image segmentation

• Requires a very large dataset to train well partly due to the large 

number of parameters

http://mi.eng.cam.ac.uk/projects/segnet/




Network Architecture
Initial attempt - simplified SegNet

Image size = 200 x 200

Image size = 25 x 25

Image size = 200 x 200

• Performed relatively well on our smaller dataset

• Low true positive rate after post processing of the output



Network Architecture

Image size = 200 x 200

Image size = 25 x 25 Image size = 25 x 25

Image size = 100 x 100

Image size = 200 x 200

• Fits better as it has more parameters so can perform more complex feature 
extraction


• Weight sharing, layer normalisation and not increasing the ‘depth’ of the 
network helps prevent overfitting

Adapting the architecture



Learning Curves and 
Postprocessing



Development Process



Development Process
• The development process takes a long time due to hyperparameter tuning

• Architecture development can take many forms

• Research in this field fast paced and publications are constantly suggesting 

new architectural and hyperparameter changes for enhanced performance

[Graph: Shah '17; Image: Ng ‘18]

https://neelshah18.github.io/Scopus-analysis.html
http://www.mlyearning.org


Development Process

What is a long time? 

• Architectures were being designed from week 2

• Hyperparameter tuning was being carried out from week 3/4
• Used ~1000 GPU hours across:


• 3x4GB GPUs

• 1x8GB GPU

• AWS 12GB GPU



Conclusions



Final Product
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Future Work

• Using random forest (i.e. filter selection) techniques for 
postprocessing


• Further hyperparameter tuning


• Data collection


• Application to anomaly detection

• Machine learning well equipped for this process




Learning Outcomes

• Knowledge of building and executing a machine learning product 
in an industry setting - transferable to academia


• Project planning


• Image segmentation expertise


• Cloud computing


• MATLAB



